This event takes place on National Forest Service land.

INFORMATION

Single Summit:  ■ Difficult
- Carr Peak

Double Summit:  ● Very Difficult
- Carr, then Miller Peak

Elite Triple Summit:  ★★★ Extremely Difficult
- Pat Scott, then Carr, then Miller Peak

All hikes descend through Miller Canyon.

If you are unable to finish the hike, please let a volunteer along the trail know, or continue down Miller Peak Trail to get on a shuttle. If you have an emergency, please call 911. Be aware that service can be spotty in some areas.

All hikers are expected to finish by 5:00 p.m. so that volunteers can be out of the mountains by dusk. If you do not reach Bear Saddle (where the Hamburg Trail meets the Crest Trail, represented by the orange dot on the map) by noon, you are in danger of not finishing in the allotted time. Please proceed down the Miller Canyon Trail rather than continuing the peak challenges.

While the Forest Service does its best to maintain the trail, there will be parts that are overgrown or have hazards such as rocks and downed trees. Use your own best judgment when navigating the trails, and take note of the frequent trail marking flags and signs along the way to avoid getting lost.

Participants should bring their own snacks and water. Water will be available at the start of the hiking challenge as well as the finish in Miller Canyon.

There will be a point of contact on each summit, and medics will be available near Pat Scott Peak, Bathtub Springs, and Miller Canyon for hikers in need.